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	MediaWiki Skins Design takes you through the process of creating a new skin
	(design) for your wiki, from thinking about your wiki's audience and purpose, to
	adding social media features, and even styling the wiki for printing.


	This book will show the reader how to customize the appearance of their MediaWiki site by creating custom skins. This book is aimed at web designers or wiki administrators who want to customize the look of MediaWiki with custom skins. The reader will already have a MediaWiki installation that they are targeting with their skin. It might be their own installation, or they might be a designer developing a custom look for a client. The book does not cover setting up or using MediaWiki, except features specifically related to skinning. The book assumes that you are familiar with CSS and HTML, but no prior knowledge of PHP is required.
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Computer Organization and Architecture: Designing for Performance (International Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002
William Stallings' book provides comprehensive and completely up-to-date coverage of computer organization and architecture including memory, I/O, and parallel systems. The text covers leading-edge areas, including superscalar design, IA-64 design features, and parallel processor organization trends. It meets students' needs by addressing both the...
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HTML5 Video How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012


	Are you looking to host the next mini blockbuster video from your website? Do you want it to be

	accessible in most modern browsers, without the need for lots of extra plugins, or extra code?





	If the answer to the above two questions is yes, then enter HTML5 Video—created as the new

	way to show video online in...
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Linux® Patch Management: Keeping Linux® Systems Up To DatePrentice Hall, 2006
The Start-to-Finish Patch Management Guide for Every Linux® Environment

To keep your Linux systems secure, reliable, and productive, you must stay current with patches and updates. But, until now, it has been difficult to find usable,...
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Pro .NET Best PracticesApress, 2011

	Pro .NET Best Practices is a practical reference to the best practices that you can apply to your .NET projects today. You will learn standards, techniques, and conventions that are sharply focused, realistic and helpful for achieving results, steering clear of unproven, idealistic, and impractical...
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Augmented Learning: Research and Design of Mobile Educational GamesMIT Press, 2008
New technology has brought with it new tools for learning, and research has shown that the educational potential of video games resonates with scholars, teachers, and students alike. In Augmented Learning, Eric Klopfer describes the largely untapped potential of mobile learning games--games played on such handheld devices as cell phones,...
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A Systemic Perspective on Cognition and MathematicsCRC Press, 2013

	This book is devoted to the study of human thought, its systemic structure, and the historical development of mathematics both as a product of thought and as a fascinating case analysis. After demonstrating that systems research constitutes the second dimension of modern science, the monograph discusses the yoyo model, a recent...
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